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• Fits all skids steers with universal quick-attach, 1,406 lbs. 

• Rotates to 115 degrees 

• Independent closing jaws for safety, mounted with rubber 

lining 

• Designed w/dbl cylinder rotating plate for stability & safety 

• Made of ½” steel, grade 80 or higher 

• Clamping is activated by two 3” X 6” cylinders 

• Comes with wiring harness, spring hose mount & flush-

faced couplers 

• Can be adapted to excavator, wheel-loader, telehandler & 

backhoes 

• Fits all skids steers with universal quick-attach, 730 lbs. 

• Can be adapted for excavators & telehandlers 

• Sold with dbl-cylinder rotating base or fixed base 

• Independent closing jaws for safety, mounted with rubber 

lining 

• Clamp cylinders regulate clamp pressure 

• Comes with wiring harness, spring hose mount & flush-

faced couplers 

• Opens to 14”, closes to 3” 

• Sets all poles: Metal, plastic or wood Pole Setter – Double 

Cylinder Pole Claw EZ-0008 

Heavy Duty Pole Setter 

EZ-HD08 

Super Heavy-Duty Pole Setter 

EZ-HD88 

• Fits all skids steers with universal quick-attach 

• Rotates to 115 degrees & opens up to 20.5 inches, closes 

down to 5 inches 

• Independent closing jaws for safety, mounted with rubber 

lining 

• Designed w/dbl cylinder rotating plate for stability & safety 

• Made of ½” steel, grade 80 or higher 

• Clamping is activated by two 3” X 6” cylinders 

• Comes with wiring harness, spring hose mount & flush-

faced couplers 

• Can be adapted to excavator, wheel-loader, telehandler & 

backhoes 

• Backing Plate is designed to carry pole above the skid steer 

to facilitate pole transport & reduce pole movement 
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www.solarisattachments.com 

(206) 290-0843 sales@solarisattachments.com 

FOR USE IN THE FOLLOWING 

INDUSTRIES 

• Utilities 

• Rural Electric 

Associations 

• Electrical Contractors 

• Mining 

• Oil 

• Foundations 

• Government 

• Parks and Recreations 

• Piling and Shoring 

• Boring and Drilling 

• Fencing 

• Wind Tower Installation 

• Solar Panel Installation 

• Electric Cooperatives 

Testimonial form a real project using our Pole Setters: 

The local utility contracted Griffith Excavation to help remove the sheered poles and replace them. With 
only eight employees, and two skid steer loaders equipped with Solaris EZ Spot UR’s pole-setting claw 
attachments, Ken Griffith replaced 800 poles near Bison and Buffalo South Dakota in about 20 days.  

The local electric cooperative, on the other hand, amassed crews totaling about 100 workers, using only 
conventional trucks and equipment. They replaced 500 poles in the same amount of time, Griffith said. 

“The best they got done with inferior equipment was 12 poles in a day,” Griffith said. “Our best was 51 in 
a day with the Solaris EZ Spot UR equipment. Officials from the power cooperative eventually pulled six 
of their crews off the job, realizing that Griffith’s approach was much faster and cost effective,” Griffith 
said. “We never had one problem during the entire job,” Griffith said. “The (Solaris EZ Spot UR) pole 
setters are bullet proof.”  Griffith said he bought five more of the Solaris EZ Spot UR’s pole-setters and 
resold them to the local power cooperative and another utility company. “With the skid-steers and 
Solaris EZ Spot UR’s attachments, we made believers out of a lot of people,” Griffith said. 

 


